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ABSTRACT, 

The results of experiments in which oxygen gas is 
injected at the current plateau of a quasi-stationary T.F.R. 
deuterium plasma are presented. As a consequence on the in
jection the molybdenum density in the plasma decreases, ap
parently because of a decreased molybdenum flux entering the 
plasma. This density decrease has a time constant which is 
a measurement of the impurity particle confinement time 'C . 
We evaluate in this way T = 50 msec at the plasma center, 
and -C ~ 20 msec at the periphery. The discharges studied 
have been simulated by using different forms of the anomalous 
impurity diffusion. It is concluded that, for the conditions 
imposed by the experiments, it is necessary to use an anoma
lous diffusion proportional to the impurity density gradients. 
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I - INTRODUCTION. 

Impurities represent one of the most important 
problems in present day Tokamak research. Beside contributing 
to the plasma resistivity (which is typically 3 to 10 times 
higher than for a pure hydrogen plasma with the same elec
tron temperature), they also contribute to a large part of 
the energy balance by means of radiation losses. Quite gene
rally, the impurities present in Tokamak plasmas can be divi
ded into two groups : light impurities (namely 0, C, N) de-
sorbed by the walls ; and heavy impurities (Fe, Mo, W)» 
which are the eonstitU' nts of the vacuum chamber walls and 
of the limiter. This classification is not arbitrary, since 
at least the effects ot these two types of impurities are 
difi'erent. Light impurities have ionization potentials (up 
to the last ion) which are lower (or much lower) than the 
central electron temperature, and are therefore completely 
stripped in the plasma center ; heavy impurities, on the 
other hand, have ionization potentials (at le-.st for the 
last few ions) higher than the central electron temperature, 
and are therefore not completely ionized in the plasma cen
ter. However, since the plasma temperature decreases towards 
the periphery, all the ionization states (from neutral up to 
the maximum ionization degree reached in the center) exist 
in a Tokamak plasma. The main consequence of this situation 
is tha.tr whereas both light and heavy impurities contribute 
to the plasma resistivity, light impurities radiate in a 
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peripheral plasma shell and not in the center, where the 
only contribution to radiation losses comes from heavy im
purities. 

Several experiments have been performed on the 
ST Frinceton Tokamak in order to understand the physics of 
impurities. These experiments generally consisted in the vo
luntary injection of small or large quantities of a known 
impurity. The first experiments were only designed in order 
to study the impurity effects on the gross plasma characte
ristics. Light impurities were simulated by adding sniali 
c,jantities of neon to the discharge ; as a matter of fact, 
a pure neon discharge was also studied . This resulted in 
increased values for the electron density, the electron tem
perature, and the energy confinement time. Heavy impurities 

were simulated by adding small quantities of heavy noble 
(2) gases to the initial working gas ^ '; stable discharges, with 

a lower electron temperature, could-only be obtained with an 
impurity concentration less than 1 #. Short xenon puffs were 
also injected during a discharge , on an almost stationary 
plasma, leading to the conclusion that these impurities do 
not concentrate heavily at the plasma center. A more refined 
experiment was recently performed on the ATC Tokamak in order 
to understand the impurity dynamics . Indeed, a knowledge 
of the diffusion processes would certainly lead to a. more 
complete understanding of the impurity effects on the plasma 
characteristics. In the ATC experiment a small controllable 
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amount of aluminum atoms was injected on a quasi-stationary 
plasma by using a laser injection technique w /. Space-arid 
time-resolved spectroscopic studies of the radial transport 
of successive aluminum ions in the plasma led to the conclu
sion that light ions in the outer plasma region (well out
side the q = 1 surface, q being the safety factor) have an 
inward transport which is adequately described by a neo
classical (Pfirsch-Schlllter) transport coefficient. A simi-

(6) 

lar conclusion was reached in the T.F.R. Tokamak by means 
of space- and time - resolved studies of the oxygen ions na
turally present in the plasma. 

We shall describe in this paper two different ex
periments performed on the T.P.R. Tokamak in which oxygen 
gas was added at the current plateau of a deuterium dischar
ge. Section II will describe the results of the injection of 
a short, controllable puff of oxygen, whereas in Section III 
the effects of a continuous oxygen injection will be repor
ted. Section IV will discuss the experimental re-sults obtai
ned. In section V, we will present a short review of the re
sults of diffusion theory, and will introduce the different 
expressions which can be used in order to account for the im
purity anomalous flux induced by the anomalous electron los
ses. Section VI will show the results of different simula
tions, from which conclusions on the validity of the diffe
rent anomalous diffusion fluxes will be drawn. 
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II - INJECTION OF AN OXYGEN PUFF. 

An oxygen puff has been injected on a 165 kA, 
50 kG deuterium discharge (molybdenum limiter radius 17 cm, 
liner radius 21,5 cm) at the current plateau. The oxygen 
reservoir had a volume of 1 cm, and oxygen was injected by 
means of a fast valve (total mechanical opening time ~ 4 ms). 
The reservoir was filled at 100 Torr ; higher pressures could 
not be supported by the plasma, which would then exhibit a 
disruptive end. Figure 1 shows the plasma current I , the 
loop voltage U, and the average electron density n (obtai
ned by infrared interferometry, using a HON laser) as a func
tion of time ; these data are averaged over about ten dis
charges. Oxygen is injected at 210 ms, and its effect is 
seen right away on n ; there is, however, a delay of -^ 10 ms 
before its effect is seen on the loop voltage. Note that the 
loop voltage, which was increasing due to molybdenum reaching 
the plasma center (see also figure 3), is levelling off at 
the injection time. Figure 2a and 2b shew two electron den
sity (obtained by multichannel HON interferometry) and tem
perature (obtained by Thomson scattering) profiles, one just 
before the injection (200 ms) and the other at the time when 
the loop voltage U is at its minimum (280 ms ; we will see 
that this also corresponds to a minimum in the radiance of 
the central molybdenum ions, figure 3). Figure 2a shows that 
the central electron density has increased by approximately 
10 % while the profile is slightly larger. Note that, although 
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the limiter radius a is set at 17 cm, there is still a large 
electron density outside the limiter ( 3: 1 x 10 cm be
fore injection).However, the accuracy in the last few centi
meters is not very good, since it depends on the way the in
frared interferometry data are sent to zero in the Abel in
version (the last measured chord being at 18 cm) ; in parti
cular, the data used to obtain the profiles presented here 
were sent to zero at 20 cm. Figure 2b gives, at the same 
times, the electron temperature T profiles. Within the ex
perimental errors the two profiles cannot be distinguished. 
Note that the profiles have been sent to zero in such a way 
that the radial position at which the density of the 0^ + ions 
is maximum (15 cm, from space resolved spectroscopy) has 
the right electron temperature (between 50 and 80 eV ). 
A few more measurements of T (o) in time have also shown that 
T is., within the experimental errors, constant in time. 

The results of vacuum-ultraviolet spectroscopic 
measurements are shown in figure 3« At the top we have shown 
the OVI 1032 A radiance, characteristic of the peripheral 
plasma shell (space-resolved measurements have shown that for 
these discharges the OVI emission peaks at 15 cm ; see also 
figure 7)« Interpreting the measured radiance in terms of an 
atom flux density entering the plasma (as usual for the pe-

(7) 

ripheral ions, see ), it is seen that the oxygen flux den
sity increases considerably (approximately a factor of j5) due 
to the injection ; its rise time is presumably due to the 
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injection method (as shown by independent measurements in 
which the pressure rise in the vacuum chamber, due to the 
firing of the fast valve, was measured as a function of time). 
Within the accuracy of the measurements, the OVI emission 
and n begin to increase at the sam« time ; this is not sur
prising, since for the plasma condition existing, the ioni
zation times are of the order or shorter than one milli
second. Figure j5» middle, shows the behaviour of the Mo XIV 

o 

374 A radiance, together with its background (taken a few 
Angstroms away from the line). This ion is also characteris
tic of the peripheral shell, and is located approximately 
at the same position (slightly inwards) as CK4*. The Mo XIV 
radiance begins to decrease 10-15 ms after the injection (as 
deduced from the OVI radiance or from the time evolution of 
n ), and it starts to recover approximately at the time when 
the OVI radiance begins to decrease. Figure 5, bottom, shows 
the behaviour of the Mo XXXI 117 A radiance, and of its back
ground (taken 6 A away from the line). The Mo XXXII 129 A 
radiance, not shown here, has an identical behaviour. Note 
that the Mo XXXI radiance has levelled off (as for the loop 
voltage) when oxygen is injected. It begins to decreast-
25 msec after the injection, and continues to decrease up to 
280 msec. Since T is constant, the corona oquilibrium exis
ting in the central plasma region is not modified (as shown 

"*0+ 
also by the identical behaviour of the two central ions Mo^ 
and Mo ' ), and a decrease of the radiance of the central 
ions corresponds to a decrease of the central molybdenum 
density. After 280 msec, when the oxygen flux density has 



already decreased by approximately a factor of 2, the cen
tral molybdenum density increases again (the successive de
crease at/v 360 msec being due to the fact that the plasma 
current is now decreasing). From space-resolved measurements 

( 81 it has been estimated, using corona calculationsv ', that 
the central molybdenum density at 200 msec is 10 cm , and 
decreases to 3>5 x 10 cm at 280 msec. It must be noted 
at this point that the signals of other heavy impurity ions 
in a (relatively) low ionisation state (e.g., Fe - ) have a 
behaviour identical to that of Mo , wnereas all light im
purity signals (nitrogen and carbon) increase during the in
jection. 

Two remarks have to be made at this point. Firstly, 
the oxygen flux density before injectior., which can be cal
culated from the results shown here., is considerably lower 
(by a factor of 5 to 10) than in most of the T.F.R. experi
ments reported to date (see, for example., ' ) . This is be
cause the experiments described here were performed with a 
limiter radius of 17 cm, thus increasing the distance to the 
walls to 4.5 cm, &is compared to most of the experiments re
ported to date, in which the limiter radius was set at 20 cm 
(scrape-off distance 1.5 cm). Secondly, the spectroscopic 
results, together with the electron density and temperature 
profiles, allow to calculate the impurity densities at 15 cm; 
these calculations invariably show that the impurity profi
les are not very peaked ; for example, the molybdenum density 
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value, before injection at a radius of approximately 15 cm 
is only a factor of three to four lower than the central 
value. 

Figure 4 shows the results of space-resolved bolo-
metric measurements before and after injection. As a conse
quence cf the oxygen injection, the measured losses decrease 
r::ainly at the plasma center, a result whica agrees with the 
spectroscopic observation that the central molybdenum density 
iecreases_ Indeed, in the plasma center li^ht Impurities fare 
completely ionized and do not, therefore, radiate ; the main 
contribution to radiation losses chen comes from the partial
ly sCripped heavy ions. The decrease oV the peripheral losses 
can probably be explained by the fact that, although oxygen 
increases, the peripheral molybdenum decreases consider-ably 
i,see fig. ?, middle). 

From the knowledge of the electron temperature and 
the loop voltage it is possible, assuming a flat profile for 
the electric fit Id, tc calculate the value of the effective 
charge Z „ { . at the center. Since this requires the knowledge 
of the current density profile j(r), three different calcu
lations are performed, using the following hypothesis : 
1) j(r) = j 0 [ 1 - ( r / a ) ^ ] q ( a ) ; 2) j(r) ^ nQ(v) Tg(r) ; 
and J>) Z fl.(r) = est. These three hypothesis always give, 
within 15 %» the same value of Z r..(0). Although the assump
tion of a flat electric field profile is not necessarily 
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very accurate (in particular when the loop voltage is not 
constant), we will present here some calculations which use 
the value of z

 f f(0) obtained in this way. For'the discharge 
discussed, we find Z f f(0 cm, 200 msec)= 7.2, and 2 .(0 cm, 
280 msec) = 5.4 (Z „„ decreases because tne loop voltage de
creases but the electron temperature is constant). Note that 
z
eff(0^ is here higher than in normal T.F.R. discharges, 
where it is generally between 3 and 4. This is a consequence 
of the fact that, due to the injection, more oxygen is pre
sent on the liner walls before each discharge, and is re
leased in the first few milliseconds of the plasma lifetime 
(as shown by the initial ionization peak of the 0 VI radiance, 
which is higher than in normal discharges). Frojn the spectro
scopic data we can calculate that 2 f f(l5 cm, 200 msec)^ 3.5, 
and Z --{15 cm, 280 msec) £ 3.0, thus showing that the Z f f 

profile is not very peaked. 

Assume now that the only impurities present in the 
plasma are oxygen and molybdenum ; this is not a strong ap
proximation, since in T.F.H. other impurities are considera

te) 
bly less abundant (ses, for example ( /)« Since the central 
molybdenym density is estimated from the spectroscopic re
sults, and the electron density is measured, the knowledge of 
Z e ff(0) allows to calculate the central oxygen and deuteron 
densities (oxygen being completely stripped at the center). 
Taking into account the t 5° % estimated error on the molyb
denum density and the t 15 $ inaccuracy on Z ~^(0), we have, 
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at 200 msec, n û X(o) =(5.6 + 1.2) x 10 cm"-5 and n D +(0) = 

(1.6 + 1.0) x 10 1 5 cm"5, and, at 280 msec, n o x(o) = C3.7 t 0.8) 

x 10 1 2 em"3 and n D +Co) = (2.> + 0.?) x 1 0
1 5 cm"3. These cal

culations, therefore, show that the central oxygen density 

does not increase, probably as a conseqijr^e of its large 

value before injection. Moreover, also the variation of the 

central deuteron density is within the error bars. 

Ill - CONTINUOUS OXYGEN INJECTION. 

A second experiment, at approximately the same 

plasma conditions, has been performed using a slow valve to 

inject the oxygen. This results in a continuous flew arriving 

in the vacuum chamber, at the current plateau, starting at 

205 msec. Figure 5 shows the plasma current I ,the loop 

voltage U, and the average electron dens2ty n as a function 

of time ; these data are averaged over about ten discharges. 

Note that, as before, U is slightly increasing at the in

jection time. However, it now remains approximately constant 

(slightly c'.ecreasing) after the injection. Figure 6 shows 

the time evolution of the central electron temperature (ob

tained by Thomson scattering), indicating that T (0) is, 

within the experimental errors, constant at the current pla

teau. The larger scattering in the experimental points star

ting at 290 msec is probably due to the plasma irreproduci-

bility during the current decrease. Electron temperature 

profiles were here taken with only two points (r = 0 cm and 
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r = 10 cm), and indicated that the profile does not change 
between 200 msec and 260 msec, and has the same shape as 
shown in figure 3- Note that now the constancy of T , toge
ther with the near constancy of U, leads to the conclusion 
that Zeff(o) is constant in time. Figure 7 shows two elec
tron density profiles, "before and after the injection. The 
two profiles are very similar, as also seen by the fact that 
both ne(°) and n have increased by s*2&% at 260 msec (as 
compared to the injection time). Again, there is a large 
electron density outside the limiter radius. 

Figure 8 shows the results of VUV spectroscopy. 
At the top is shown the radiance of the 0 VT 1032 A line, 
which continuously increases with time after the injection, 
sometimes leading to a disruptive end of the plasma. Figure 8, 
middle, shows the radiance of the Mo XIV 374 A line, and, at 
the bottom, the Mo XXXI 117 A radiance is shown, 'o \trary 
to figure 3, we have not shown here the background signals, 
since they would only overcharge the figure. The Mo XIV ra
diance begins to decrease approximately 5-10 msec after the 
injection, and another 5-10 msec are necessary before the 
Mo XXXI radiance decreases. Although the delays shown here 
are slightly shorter than those reported in the preceding 
section, the shot to shot reproducibility ir this series of 
experiments was not very good. Moreover, most experiments 
presented the slight accident which can be seen on the ra
diances of 0 VT and Mo XXXI between 220 msec and 240 msec. 

file:///trary
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We will disregard this accident in the following. 

figure 9 shows the time evolution of the radial 
profile of the 0 VI emission. Beside an increase of a factor 
of 2.5 in the line emission between 200 msec and 26'0 msec, 
there is also a slight inward movement of the profile (the 
peak position moving 1 cm inwards between 220 msec and 260 
msec), presumably due to a small cooling of the plasma peri
phery caused by the injected oxygen (apparently not affecting 
the central temperature ; see above). 

Figure 10 shows the spatially resolved emission of 
Mo XXXI 117 A and Mo XXXII 129 A at four times on the current 
plateau. These results are obtained by subtracts ̂  for each 
chord the background (taken a few Angstroms away from the 
line center) from the line radiance, and then Abel-inverting. 
Taking into account the inaccuracies introduced by this pro
cedure, these profiles show that, within the experimental 
errors, the ratio of the density of Mo-̂  " to that of Ko + 

is constant in time, as it should be, since T is constant in 
time and there is therefore no displacement of the corona 
equilibrium in the central region. The only discrepancy is 
at 26o ms, but by this time the measured radiances are down 
to a level just above the background noise, thus introducing 
large inaccuracies in the data processing. Proceeding as 
described in section II, from these data we estimate that 
the central molybdenum density before injection (at 200 msec) 
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is 9 x 10 cm"-5, and it decreases to 4 x 10 cm"-5 at 
260 msec. Assuming again that molybdenum and oxygen are the 
only impurities present, and taking into account that the 
calculated Z f f(0) is now constant in time at a value of 5-4, 
we find that, at 200 msec, n (0) = (2.9 ± 1.1) x 10 1 2 cm"3 

and n D + (0) = (3-0 ± 0.9) x 101-5 cm"-5, and, at 260 msec, 
n Q X(0) = (4.5 t 1.0) x 1 0 1 2 cm"5 and nD+(0)=(2.9i0.8)xl013 

cm"5. The errors here have the same meaning as in Section II. 
The central oxygen density now seems to increase because of 
the injection. 

IV - DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

This discussion of the experimental results will 
be mainly based on the injection of an oxygen puff. As we 
have seen, before injection the plasma is in a quasi-statio
nary state. In the present experiments this situation is cha
racterized by the fact that the oxygen and molybdenum flux 
densities (cm" sec" ) in the peripheral plasma region (cal
culated from the measured radiances of ions characteristic 

(7) of this region w ;) are, within the experimental errors, equal 
to the outward flux densities coming from the "central" plas
ma region due to the finite confinement t:ime T_ of impuri
ty particles (-ly "central" we mean here, e.g., the region 
where oxygen is completely ionized). This can be easily ve
rified by taking a confinement time of 50 msec for impurity 
particles in the center (the choice of this value, which is 
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several times larger than the energy confinement time, will 

be justified a posteriori ; it is suggested, however, by 

estimations obtained during neutral injection,heating expe

riments), and calculating the outward flux densities 
b n i m n f 0 > 

(s* -x |"P , b being the radius of the central region). 

Note that we are in a situation different from that obtained 

when discharges with a limiter radius of 20 cm are studied. 

Indeed, these last discharges have a peripheral oxygen flux 

density 5 to 10 times larger, presumably due to their small 

scrape-off distance ; the central plasma conditions being 

not too different (apart from a lower oxygen density, and 

therefore lower Z - * , ) , they have then an inward peripheral 

oxygen flux density which le larger by about the same quan

tity than the oxygen flux density leaving the central region 

due to its finite confinement time. 

Starting from this quasi-stationary situation an 

oxygen puff is injected (its density in the peripheral shell 

being considerably lower than the central oxygen density al

ready existing). The first effect of this injection (see 

figure 3 ) is to decrease, after a delay of about 10 msec, 

the radiance of the observed peripheral molybdenum. With the 

usual interpretation this indicates a decrease of the inward 

molybdenum flux density. The balance between inward and out

ward molybdenum flux densities is thus perturbed, and molyb

denum leaves the center. In this context, the delay between 

the injection and the decrease of the peripheral molybdenum 

flux density just represents the time necessary to reach 

the "threshold" of this effect, whereas the successive delay 
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till the decrease of the central molybdenum 
is the propagation time to the center of the perturbation 
introduced at the edge,. Moreover, the decrease rate of the 
two molybdenum ion radiances is representative of the impu
rity particle confinement time (being exactly equal to it 
only if the source term has completely disappeared). In this 
way we find a central value of 50 msec and a peripheral va
lue of 20 msec. This difference is due to the fact that, 
since the flux densities in the two regions are equal, thp 
two confinement times must approximately be in the ratio of 
the average impurity densities in the two regions. 

Once the oxygen injection decreases, molybdenum 
enters again into the discharge and the situation tends to 
go back to its initial state (note that the peripheral molyb
denum radiance recovers well before the central one). In the 
continuous oxygen injection experiment, on the other hand, 
the plasma tends to a new quasi-stationary state, again 
characterized by an inward molybdenum flux density balanced 
by the outward one (the two flux densities being now smaller 
than before the injection). This new situation, however, is 
characterized by an increasing peripheral oxygen flux densi
ty, and sometimes leads to a disruptive end. 

Summing up, the experiments Phow that the oxygen 
injection causes a decrease of the inward molybdenum flux 
density, thus perturbing the equilibrium situation and 
leading to a decrease of the central molybdenum density. This 
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is probably due to a decrease of the molybdenum source, i.e., 
it is caused by a variation of the plasma-wall interaction 
conditions. Two different reasons can be advanced for the 
decrease of sputtered molybdenum. Firstly, the oxygen injec
tion probably leads to a cooling of the plasma periphery 
(as shown by the results presented in figure 9) ; since the 
sputtering yield is near its threshold value* ', a small 
variation of the energy of the particles arriving at the 
wall (and limiter) can cause a large variation of the molyb
denum flux entering the plasma. Secondly, it is known that, 
whereas sputtering from clean surfaces is predominantly in 
the form of neutrals, in the presence of contaminated sur
faces a large amount of the sputtered particles is emitted 
as ions^ ' (the contamination is here furnished by the in
jected oxygen) ; the sputtered ions are then prevented from 
entering the plasma by the magnetic field. 

The continuous injection experiment has also been 
used in order to calculate the inward and outward oxygen 
flux densities during injection (figure 11). Also in this 
case, before injection, the inward peripheral oxygen flux 
density (calculated from the 0 VI radiance) is equal to the 
outward flux density of completely ionized oxygen from the 
central region due to the finite confinement time (which we 
have considered to be the same for all impurities). Thus,even 
if it is not possible to have absolute flux density values 
from the 0 VII radiance (due to the fact that the upper level 
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of the 1623 A line is excited through a A n = 1 transition, 
n being the principal quantum number), it must be such as to 
give an inward flux density equal to that obtained from the 
0 VI radiance. However, after the injection, at 260 msec, 
the inward flux density calculated from 0 VI has increased 
by a factor of three (as that calculated from 0 V), whereas 
that deduced from 0 VII has only increased by a factor of 
1-5. This reasoning needs only to be based on relative va
lues, since the flux density is directly proportional to the 
radiance ; it assumes only that the measured radiance comes 
always from a shell with the same electron temperature. This 
increase in the inward flux density deduced from the 0 VII 
radiance is just what it is necessary for the increase in 
the central oxygen density calculated in Section III (if 
the central impurity confinement time has not changed). This 
fact, together with the previously shown variation of the 
impurity confinement time with radius, is the first experi
mental evidence for the peripheral recycling process obser
ved in normal discharges (i.e.., with limiter radius at 20 era). 
In those discharges not all the oxygen Which is seen in the 
peripheral shell (as oxygen ions up to C->+) reaches the 
central plasma region where it is completely ionized. This 

conclusion was put forward for the first time at the Tokyo 
(12) IAEA Conference^ , but it was then only based on energy 

and particle balance considerations. 

Finally, we wish to point out that the explanation 
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proposed in order to account for the experimental results 

presented, is, at least, from a. qualitative point of view, 

coherent with the totality of the results obtained on T.F.R» 

in particular, when working with neutral injection, the base 

plasma was always prepared by injecting cold deuterium (or 

hydrogen) in addition to the initial gas, in order to obtain 

a higher working electron density. It has always been obser

ved that discharges with gas injection, as compared to those 

without., have a lower central molybdenum content. As an 

example, figure 12 shows two successive shocks (200 kA, 

50 kG, deuterium). In the first one a slow valve injected deu

terium gas after the plasma formation ; the second one had 

no slow valve injection. It is evident from this example that 

the rate of increase cf central molybdenum is lower in the 

second case, right from the beginning, thus shewing that the 

inward molybdenum flux coming from outside the plasma is de

creased by the injection of cold gas (in this case probably 

mainly because of a cooling of the plaspia periphery). Simi-

lar conclusions have beer reported on Pulsator . 

V - NEOCLASSICAL AND ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION. 

In the neoclassical theory the radial particle flux 

density * z-\ o f i o n s o f species j, in the 2, level of io-

nizai-ion, can be written ' as a sum (over all the ioniza

tion levels of all the ion species) of the elementary flux 

densities I Z-ÏJ2Ù- M a n v Papers have already been published 
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on the correct determination of these elementary flux den

sities, one problem being the identification cf the impurity 

regime : banana^ \ plateau' S or Pfirsch-Schlûter^17" 

^ . It must, however, be pointed out that, since the colli

sion frequencies are much more important for impurities than 

for hydrogen (or deuterium) ions, in present day Tokamaks 

impurities are always in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime (even 

if protons are in the plateau or banana regime). 

Because of this problem of "mixed regimes", some 

(26 27) 
authors^ ' , J have used, for the impurities, diffusion coef
ficients in the plateau or banana regime. However, it has 

( 11 ?o PI P? 1 
been shown1 '* * * ' that when the impurities (I) are 
in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime, the elementary flux density 

I _ has a Pfirsch-Schluter-Iike structure even if the 
1-P 

protons (p) are in the plateau or banana regime. Moreover, 

the expression obtained for the elementary flux density 

I . . for impurity particles j and k in the Pfirsch-Schluter 
J-K 

regime (with m k >> m^, m being the particle nass), can be 

divided into two classes A and B. These two Glasses differ 

mainly because of the fact that in class A, the temperature 

gradient of species k results in an outward diffusion of 

particles j, which is opposed to the inward diffusion due 

to the density gradients, whereas in class B the temperature 

gradient gives a supplementary, but small, inward diffusion. 

This difference corresponds to different values of the de^ 
(22 241 flection time over maxwellisation time ratiov * '. The 
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smooth transition "between classes A and B has been studied 
in^ ' (always for m. » m,). 

However, in a real situation, the plasma contains 
many impurity species, such as oxygen and molybdenum ions 
of various ionization levels. This multi-species diffusion 
problem has been studied in^ **2-" for the case in which 
all impurity species are in class B, and in^ 7 / for the case 
in which all impurity species are in class A. In this second 
case the expressions obtained for the elementary flux densi-

flQ 22 241 
ties have a simple fomr J J " ' and are valid for an ar
bitrary mass ratio and number of species. 

Up to now no full theory is available for the case 
in which protons are in the plateau-banana regime, some im
purities in class B of the Pfirsch-Schluter regime and some 
impurities in class A. However, in a real T.F.R. plasma the 
main impurities are oxygen and molybdenum, and for class A 
particles we can apply the same argument as that used in the 
case of only two species. In particular, if the molybdenum 
density is sufficient, the oxygen deflection time can be 
lower than the maxwellisation time ; in this case the oxygen 

(TO 22 241 ions are in class A, and the results of^ ?' * ' for the 
elementary flux densities are valid for oxygen-proton, 
oxygen-oxygen, and oxygen-molybdenum interactions. However, 
these references only consider toroidal effects, proportional-

2 ly to q . If the value of q on the axis is smaller than 1, 
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classical diffusion cannot be neglected. We have taker, this 

into account, at least roughly, by writing the elementary 

flux densities nroportional to (l + q c). Using these conside

rations, the flux density of the total number of atons of 

species j, summed over all the ionization levels, Is written 

in the form 

(v) -LLv*z 

T ' r- - -̂  -w.zi - Wji". J k -il - Ol(r) -1- u n i z - z f 3 -J-f «L^-^ J 

Here n%* is the density of ions i in the ionization state 

Z- (m. being their mass), B^ is the toroidal magnetic 

field, the Coulomb logarithm, -̂  = d X /dr, and 

T = T^. = Tz, is the common temperature of all ions. 

Û6 (r) = - /2 (class A particles) in the main part of the 

plasma, and (Jt = 0 at the plasma edge, where impurities are 

(2?) certainly in class B v . This formula includes collisions 
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among all the ions, but the contribution due to electron 
collisions is neglected, since it is Jfm

D/m

e times smaller 
than the contribution due to impurity-proton collisions. 
Moreover, even if the experimental results for the penetra
tion and accumulation of impurities in the plasma are quali
tatively in agreement with the prediction of neoclassical 
theory, it is well known (see, for example, ) that the 
electron heat conduction coefficient K is anomalous, and 

e 
about two orders of magnitude larger than predicted by neo
classical theory. Even if it somewhat more difficult to es
timate from the experimental results the value of the elec
tron particle diffusion coefficient D, it has been generally 
argued " ' that D/vK . On the other hand, charge neutra
lity and ambipolarity conditions imply that the diffusion of 
electrons 

r e = -*>^n e ( 3 ) 

must be balanced by a diffusion of impurities and protons, 
such that 

It is obvious that since I is two orders of 
e 

magnitude larger than the value given by neoclassical theory, 
•p.* 

i-e m u s' t Deccmie comparable in magnitude with the neo
classical ( r , ) N c given in equation (2). However, even if 
we assume that the value of I is known, equation (4) is 
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not sufficient to determine completely I , . Since the 
physical reason of the anomalous losses of electrons has not 
yet been clearly proved, various possibilities (all verifying 
equation (4)) have been recently proposed*"'* *'^ ' for the 

flux densities. They can be divided in two classes. r* 
1) The anomalous flux densities can te proportional 

to the electron density gradient. This is the case if the 
anomalous flux density is represented by artificially en-

(27) hancing the collision frequencies^ '. However, they can also 
correspond to a turbulence propagating with a perpendicular 
velocity greater than the diamagnetic velocity. Then all the 
ions must have the same anomalous velocity and^ *' 

r * - -1>vu* ^ (5) 

2) The anomalous electron diffusion might be due 
to a turbulence propagating with a perpendicular velocity 
lower than the electron diamagnetic velocity. In this case 

,(30) one can write 

I}* = - BVkj (6) 

With these considerations we are now able to write 
down the flux density for all the ions of type j, which is 
given by the neoclassical expression (equation (2)) plus one 
of the anomalous fluxes discussed (equations (5) or (6)). 
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The evolution equation of the density n. is then given by 

_J»+ ̂ (Tp= S (j. (7) 

where 

v _ (v) •*- r* 
'j - l V^.C. j.-e ( 8 ) 

and s i is t.
ve source term., due to the atoms coming from the 

wall (and/or limiter). ïn order to completely determine the 

neoclassical flux density ( ' j)v n is is still necessary 

to know the quantities Z . and 3?r. Tne one-dimensional code 

of F.A.R. ^ j which we shall use in the following section, 

uses the coronal model to calculate these two quantities. 

Although it is well known that corona equilibrium is not a 

(12 32) good assumption at the plasma periphery^ *^ , a recent 

comparison has been performed with the full set of equations 

(27) 

including diffusion . This has shown that, although corona 

equilibrium does not describe correctly the peak positions 

of the different ionization states at the plasma periphery, 

it gives nevertheless a satisfying representation (within 

10 %) of Z f f (note, however, that it would incorrectly es

timate the radiation prwer losses). It has, therefore, seemed 

reasonable to think that, when Z ,„ is large (as in the expe

riments described in the preceding sections) corona equili-
— p 

briuin gives a satisfying approximation of Z., Z ., and cannot 

induce important errors in the calculations of the total den

sity, n., of impurity j. 
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VI - SIMULATION OF OXYGEN INJECTION. 

In this section we shall describe several attempts 
to simulate the experimental results ; we shall, however, 
limit ourserves to the injection of an oxygen puff during 
the period when the C VI radiance increases. 

In the simulations the electron temperature, ion 
temperature, and current density profiles are held constant 
in time. The electron temperature profile is given by the 
experimental results (figure 2), and the current density 
profile is taken proportional to Te(f) • Since no experi
mental measurements of the ion temperature T. is available 
for this series of experiments, we have chosen a profile 
which had been measured on a discharge with similar charac
teristics before injection {T.(0) = 600 eV, with a profile 
very similar to the electron density profile). All the results 
presented here will be expressed in terms of r/a (with a = 
17 cm). The average electron density is imposed in order to 
follow the experimental value, but its profile is calculated 
at each time step. 

We have integrated the evolution equations for the 
electron, oxygen, and molybdenum total densities, whereas 
the deuteron density is calculated from the condition of 
charge neutrality. The temperature and current profiles dis
cussed above are imposed at the start of the simulationfwhich 
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is arbitrarily taken as t = 100 msec in the plasma lifetime), 
and oxygen and molybdenum are introduced with an arbitrary 
profile (generally parabolic) ; the system is then left free 
to evolve toward steady-state. Oxygen is injected at 210 
msec ; this should leave sufficient time for the evolution 
towards steady state (twice the impurity confinement time, 
and almost ten times the energy confinement time). The amount 
of impurities introduced at 100 msec is chosen in such a way 
as to give the right densities at 15 cm (since this is the 
only plasma region were we can evaluate, from the spectro
scopic data, the density of both impurities) at the injection 
time. The total quantity of impurities is kept constant before 
injection by assuming that the walls have a reflection coef
ficient R = 1 (i.e., one atom enters the plasma for each 
ion leaving it). After injection the flux of incoming oxygen 
neutrals is increased in such a manner as to follow the in
crease observed on the 0 VI 10J52 A radiance. For molybdenum, 
apart from the last two runs reported here, we have kept 
R = 1 also after injection. These impurity neutrals are as
sumed to enter the plasma with an energy of 10 eV. 

Even in the presence of ionization of the impurities, 
the electron source is mainly due to a flux of deuterium neu
trals coming from the walls. In order to follow the experi
mental average electron density this deuterium flux is auto
matically adjusted at each time stem. The energy of these 
deuterium neutrals entering the plasma has been assumed to 
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be 100 eV (see ^ "' for the reasons of this choice). 

Using these "basic rules we have performed several 
simulation runs, using different expression for the anoma
lous diffusion coefficient of impurities. 

In the first run (RUN l) we haire assumed that the 
impurities have only a neoclassical diffusion. Obviously in 
this way we implicitly consider that the anomalous electron 
losses induce anomalous losses only for the deuterons. We 
have, therefore, written the electron particle diffusion 
coefficient in the empirical form ' 

D - 2ooo vc xJi ne (4 + 1.6 cf)/Z^<> (9) 
where \> is the collision frequency and JC , the Larmor 
radius for thermal electrons. Note that this does not give 
any indication on the physical nature of the anomalous losses. 
Figure 15 a shows the time evolution of the average oxygen 
density n , the central oxygen density n (0) (on the axis, 
where all the oxygen present is ccmpletely ionized), and the 
oxygen density at 15 cm, n (15), which corresponds to the 
position of the 0 VI peak in the experiments described. 
Figure ljjb shows the time evolution of the average molybde
num density nV, , and the central molybdenum density ru,o(0). 
Figure 14 shows the oxygen and molybdenum profiles at 210 
msec (the injection time) and 230 msec. Since in this run 
the requirement that n (15) be equal, at the injection time, 
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to the density deduced from the spectroscopic data leads 
to a very large value of 2 e f f(0) (due to the impurity 
peaking), we have chosen the initial amount of impurities 
in such a way as to give a reasonable value of Z f-, (here 
2 f f = 6.5). Figure lh shows that before injection both oxy
gen and molybdenum profiles are very peaked., much more than 
deduced from the experimental data ; moreover, they are still 
peaking near the axis at the injection time. As a consequen
ce of the injection, we find a decrease (with a delay of **• 
10 msec) of molybdenum on the axis. This corresponds to a 
stabilization of the oxygen profile on the axis and to a 
weak flattening of the oxygen density gradient which Slight

ly *• 
ly decreases the elementary inward flux density I M O _ Q . 
However, in order to obtain this decrease in the central 
molybdenum density, the oxygen density at 15 cm must be in
creased by more than an order of magnitude. This run does 
not, therefore, represent the experimental situation. 

In the second run (RUN 2) we have still taken the 
empirical expression given in equation (9) for the particle 
diffusion coefficient. However, f̂ r the impurities we have 
added to the neoclassical flux de sities (equation (2)) an 
anomalous term in the form given n equation (5), which cor
responds to a common velocity for all the ions. The results 
of this simulation are found in f .gures lj and 14, where we 
have shown the same quantities as for the first simulation. 
The impurity profiles are now muci less peaked on the axis, 
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but they have a large hump at approximately 13 cm. Moreover, 

steady state has not yet been reached at the injection time, 

and the peripheral humps are still developing. In a prelimi

nary simulation s.-udy y , not based on experimental c;ata, 

a steady state with smooth impurity profiles was obtained by 

using the anomalous flux .̂iven by equation (5) ï it was, 

however, a simulation with a very small quantity of oxygen*. 

In the present case the plasma has a large impurity content, 

and a steady-state with smooth impurity profiles cannot be 

obtained. These facts do not agree with the experiments. 

After 210 msec, we find (figure 15) that the evolution of 

n (0) and n.. (0) is not affected by the oxygen injection 

although nQ(l5) has been increased by almost a factor of two. 

Figure 14 shows that the major effect of the oxygen injection 

is to increase the oxygen density hump (with a slight inward 

displacement of its maximum). In the simulation reported 

in y ' it had been found that a large oxygen injection leads 

to a penetration of the hump and finally to an inversion of 

the n (r) gradient at the center ; this inversion is then 

responsible for the molybdenum expulsion. However, the quan

tity of oxygen which is necessary to inject in order to ob

tain this effect is large, and should give rise to a much 

more important increase of n (15) than experimentally obser

ved. 

In the third run (RUN 3)» we have added to the 

neoclassical flux densities an anomalous term with the ex-
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pression given by equation (6), proportional toVn.;, and 
have still chosen for D the expression given by equation (9). 
The results of this simulation are shown in figures 15 to 
18 ; for the time being we shall only consider the case R=l 
(solid lines). Figure 15 shows the time evolution of n 0(0), 
n (15), rio

J n M Q(0), and nV. , these quantities being defined 
as described above. Figure 16 shows three profiles (one be
fore and two after the injection) of the oxygen density n (r), 
and two profiles (one before and one after the injection) of 
the molybdenum density n., (r). Figure 17 shows the calcula
ted electron density and deuteron density profiles, and, 
finally, the S f f profiles are shown in figure lS (note that 
the Z --(0) value before injection is 6, approximately 20 % 

lower than the value calculated in Section 2, but within the 
15 % estimated accuracy). As can be seen in figures 15 and 
16, before injection a stationary state for the impurities 
has been reached ; the impurity profiles are smooth, and the 
ratios of the central density to the density at 15 cm agree 
reasonably well with the experimental ones. Also satisfacto
ry, from this point of view, is the nearly flat Z „f, profile 
(figure 18). 

It should be pointed out here that the introduction 
of two different expressions for the anomalous flux densities 
in addition to the neoclassical ones leads to two different 
tendencies in the impurity diffusion. Whereas equation (5) 
for the anomalous flux density (proportional to v n ) can 
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lead to the formation of a hump on the impurity profiles, 
this effect is prevented "by an anomalous flux proportional 
to *r'±* Indeed, in this case the anomalous diffusion has 
opposite directions on the two sides of the hump maximum ; 
the main result of this should., therefore, be a strong ten
dency to smooth out and cancel the hump. 

After the injection, np,70(^) begins to decrease 
with a delay of 10 msec, slightly before the increase of 
n (0). The reason for this can be seen from the profiles gi
ven in figure 16, where it is evident that the first effect 
of the irijection is to steepen the peripheral oxygen gradient 
and to very slightly flatten the central gradient, thus lea-
ding to a decrease of zhe inward I „ 0 flux aens^ty rea
ching the plasma center. 

However, a large discrepancy with the experiments 
exists in the peripheral region. Indeed, figure l6b shows 
that the molybdenum density in the peripheral region increa
ses after the injection, contrary to wha1"- has been deduced 
from the Mo XIV 37^ A radiance (see figure 3)» This is due 
to the fact that we have assumed that the total number of 
molybdenum atoms remains constant (i.e., we have assumed 
R = 1). Thxs obviously implies that to a decrease of the 
central molybdenum density must correspond an increase of 
the molybdenum density in the plasma periphery. However, we 
have seen in Section IV that the experiments suggest a de-
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crease of the molybdenum flux coming from outside the plas

ma due to a change in plasma-wall interaction effects. Since 

these effects are not included in the numerical model used 

here, we have simulated them by varying the value of the 

wall reflection coefficient for molybdenum. Figure 13 and 

16 show the effect on molybdpnum of putting PL. = 0 or 

tha 

cessary to decrease R„ to very small values in order to ha-
fllo 

ve the peripheral molybdenum density decreasing. This situa

tion is presumably due to the fact that the numerieal rncdel 

used does not simulate correctly the plasma periphery. It 

is not yet clear whether this is due to the coronal equili

brium assumption (certainly not valid in the plasma periphe

ry) or to the assumed radial dependence of the impurity dif

fusion coefficient. Finally, it must be printed out that 

varying FL. affects only slightly all the other densities. 

Figure 17 shows the electron and deuteron density 

profiles obtained in RUN3 (with FL. = 1 throughout), before 

and after injection. As already noted ^ " J , the electron den

sity profiles., obtained by assuming that deuterium atoms 

enter the plasma with an energy of 100 eV, agree satisfacto

rily with the expérimenta.1- profiles (at least for values of 

the line electron density £ 10 -* cm" in T.F.R.). There is 

obviously a discrepancy in the last few centimeters, since 

in the simulation the density goes to zero at the limiter 

radius. It can also be seen that, while the average electron 
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density increases because of the injection, the average deu-
teron density decreases (with a constant central value) f'om 
6.9 x 10 1 2 onf-5 at 210 msec to 2.4 x 10 1 2 cm"3 at 240 msec. 
This is due to the fact that, after injection, the deuteron 
densir.y in nhe plasma periphery is very pmall. However, we 
have already mentioned that the simulation does not correct
ly describe the peripheral region. 

To sum up the results of the attempts described to 
simulate the experiments reported here, before injection it 
is necessary to include an anomalous diffusion proportional 
to V n . in order to correctly describe the impurities. Neo
classical impurity diffusion and the introduction of an ano
malous diffusion proportional to V n not only give impurity 
profiles which are not in agreement with the experiments, but 
also require much longer times to approach steady-state. 
After the injection of an oxygen puff, the central molybde
num density decreases, but too soon compared to the experi
ments. Moreover, the peripheral plasma region is not correct
ly described, probably both because of the electron density 
profile assumed (n goes to zero at r = a), and of the fact 
that plasma-wall interaction effects are only introduced in 
the model through the reflection coefficient R. 

VII - CONCLUSIONS. 

We have presented in this paper the results of ex-
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periments in which oxygen gas was injected at the current 
plateau of a quasi-stationary deuterium plasma. The experi
mental results suggest that, as a consequence of the oxygen 
injection, the inward molybdenum flux coming from outside 
the plasma decreases, thus leading, with a delay function of 
radius, to a decrease of the molybdenum density. This decrea
se (deduced from the measured radiances) has a time constant 
which is a decreasing function of radius, and is an evalua
tion of the local impurity particle confinement time (50 ms 
at the plasma center, and 20 msec at r = 15 cm). 

When continuously injecting oxygen, the increase 
of the peripheral flux density is twice that corresponding 
to the increase of the central oxygen density (if the impu
rity confinement time has not changed). These two facts, ir. 
agreement between them, are the first experimental evidence 

(12) of the plasma model already proposed^ '. Schematically, the 
plasma is divided in two regions : a central hot plasma, 
with a long particle confinement time, and a cold peripheral 
plasma, rapidly recycling with the walls. The hot central 
plasma composition is roughly independent of the experimental 
conditions (for a given current and magnetic field) ; parti
cularly, an increase of the peripheral inward oxygen flux 
density (due to the oxygen injection, or to wall desorption 
during the current increase, or to a. decrease of the scrape-
off distance) has only a small influence on the central re
gion. 
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We have tried to simulate the discharges in which 
an oxygen puff was injected with a numerical model in which 
different expression for the anomalous impurity diffusion 
have been introduced. The results of these simulations show 
thatj for the conditions imposed by the experiments, it is 
necessary to add to the neoclassical diffusion an anomalous 
diffusion proportional to the impurity density gradient. 
However, even with this anomalous diffusion, the molybdenum 
decrease in the center is a neoclassical effect. Moreover, 
the numerical model does not allow to reproduce correctly 
the peripheral plasma region. Possible reasons for this dis
crepancy have been given. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 - Plasma current I , loop voltage XJS and average 
electron density n as a function of time. Oxygen 
puff injection at 210 mEac. 

Fig. 2 - Electron density (a) anc temperature (b) profiles 
before and after injection. 

Fig. 3 - Radiances of 0 VI 10^2 A (top), Mo XIV 3T4 A 
(middle), and Mo XXXI 117 A (bottom) as a function 
of time. For the two molybdenum ions the back
ground to be subtracted (taken several Angstroms 
away from the line center) is also given. 

Fig. 4 - Power loss per unit voli-ne (in arbitrary units) 
as measured by spatiall; resolved bolometry. 
before and after injection. 

Fig. 5 - Plasma current I , loop voltage U, and average 
electron density n as function of time. Oxygen 
injection begins at 205 msec. 

Fig. 6 - Time evolution of the central electron temperature 
(measured by Thomson sc ttering). 
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Fig. 7 - Electron density profiles before and after 
injection. 

Fig. 8 - Radiances of 0 VI 1032 A (top), Mo XIV 374 A 
(middle), and Mo XXXI 117 A (bottom) as a function 
of time. 

Fig. 9 - Radial profiles of the emission of the 0 VI 
1032 Â line. 

Fig. 10- Radial profiles of the emission of the Mo XXXI 
117 A and the Ko XXXII 129 A lines. 

Fig. 11- Radiance of 0 VI 1032 A (top) and 0 VII 1623 Â 
(bottom) as a function of time. 

Fig. 12- Plasma current, line electron density, loop vol
tage, 0 VI 1032 A radiance and Mo XXXI 117 I 

radiance as a function of time for two successive 
discharges with identical parameters. A slow valve 
injecting deuterium gas after the plasma formation 
has been used in the second discharge {# 23620). 

Fig. 13- Evolution of the central oxygen density n (0), 
the peripheral oxygen density n (15), and the 
average oxygen density n in RUN 1 and RUN 2 of 
the simulation (a). Same for lbhe central molyb
denum density n„ (0) and the average molybdenum 
density i^,o (b). 
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Fig, 1^- Oxygen (a) and molybdenum (b) density profiles 
before and after Injection in RUN 1 and RUN 2 of 
the simulation. 

Fig. 15- Evolution of the central oxygen density n (0), 
the peripheral oxygen density n (15), and the ave
rage oxygen density n in RUN J of the simulation 
(a). Same for the central molybdenum density 
n.. (0) and the average molybdenum density n.. , 
for three values of the wall reflection coeffi
cient R for molybdenum (b). 

Fig. 16- Oxygen (a) and molybdenum (b) density profiles 
before and after injection in RUN 3 of the simu
lation. The molybdenum profiles at 240 ms are 
given for three values of the wall reflection 
coefficient R for molybdenum. 

Fig. 17- Electron and deuteron density profiles before and 
after injection in RUN 3 of the simulation. 

Fig. 18- 2 f f C=Z.n 1Z i
2/n e) profiles before and after 

injection in RUN 3 of the simulation. The two pro
files at 240 msec correspond to two values of the 
wall reflection coefficient R for molybdenum. 
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